Aims & Objectives
The emerging Blackwell Park master plan is evolving to respond to the site’s natural features, context and policy requirements. To complement these, the
design aims to create a network of green links that new and existing residents can use to connect easily and safely to the existing and proposed facilities.
The emerging concept plan below highlights the broad development areas and outlines many of the key components that could contribute to the new
Blackwell Park neighbourhood.
Parkland approach

Sustainable drainage

The southern approach will descend down from
the Hogs Back overlooking a parkland setting
with new chalk-land meadow planting and
habitat creation

Sustainable and visible drainage systems will be
incorporated into the street design and green
ways
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Central park

Secondary school

A central park will form the focus of the new
neighbourhood accommodating attenuation,
children’s play and potentially a bowls green or
courts

A site for secondary school will be provided
should this facility be required in future
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A low key gateway will offer vistas towards a
central parkland and local centre and open up to
an arrival green containing existing mature trees

North/south and east/west green corridors will
align with existing natural features and provide
direct and attractive links to the central park and
local centre
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The local centre, together with the park, will
form a vibrant hub with retail, employment,
community and potentially health uses

Primary street
The primary street traverses through the
neighbourhood and will be a key character
element

Primary school
A new primary school will be located to provide
safe and direct walking routes to school from
across the neighbourhood

Employment land
A significant area of employment land will
provide the opportunity for new jobs and
expansion of the successful Surrey Research
Park

Density
Higher density housing will be located around
facilities to maximise the number of residents
within a easy walking distance

Connections
New and improved connections to the west
will provide links to the existing facilities in west
Guildford.

